
Distance -  5.5km (3.4 miles)  Rise -  417ft   Fall -  387ft    Map: Kompass 661, Siena, Chianti, Colline Senesi, 1:50,000. 
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A good walk across the hilly countryside adjacent to Stigliano using designated and waymarked 
routes, generally broad easy woodland tracks. The last part of the outward route is, however, a 
steeply descending rough path which some walkers will not enjoy: walking poles may well be useful 
here. You might want to take a picnic to enjoy by the river in Brenna.

NB - for a less challenging, shorter walk you can walk straight down to Brenna and then return by the 
same route (see instructions in section 1).

Start/car parking: HPB Palazzo Stigliano

Note: It would be a great help to future walkers if you could record any inaccuracies you come across during this walk and report 
them to reception so that appropriate amendments can be made. Thank you for your help and happy walking.

WALK
Facing Reception walk to the right and down the steps to the lane. Bear left and walk for about 300 metres passing 
a turning on the left sign posted ‘Il Poggio’. The road descends slightly here:  after about 500 metres bear left to the 
point where several tracks converge. 

1.  If taking the easier walk mentioned above in the introduction turn right here (signposted Brenna), and continue 
to follow the signposts all the way down into the village; you will arrive below the cafe/restaurant “Il Vecchio Tinaio” 
mentioned in section 2. Otherwise, if doing the main walk, take the path straight ahead, which ascends between 
two rows of cypress trees. This goes straight for about 1km, crossing two tracks where there are old millstones.

2. At the end of the cypress avenue turn left onto a track: take time to enjoy the beautiful view across to the woods 
of Orgia. Soon, on a left hand bend, take a steep, stony track to the right which descends through the trees. After 
about 400 metres turn right again, and follow the rough, stony track downwards for about 15 mins as it zigzags 
through the woods to meet the road on the outskirts of Brenna. Turn right and walk along the road into Brenna, 
ignoring a left turn to the town mill. Keeping straight on, as you reach the far side of the village bear left downhill, 
where you will see a crossing of roads ahead of you. Turn right, ignoring the sign “Private”. Here, set back to the 
right, is a cafe/restaurant “Il Vecchio Tinaio”. (Instead of turning right you can go straight on to the river - well worth 
a detour: follow the tarmac road for about 200 metres to the bridge, where you might want to enjoy a picnic).

3. The main path runs below the restaurant, straight across a grassy area. At the far side, after some allotments, the 
path makes a gradual bend to the right and soon divides. Ignore the uphill path to the right and take the lefthand 
branch, following the course of the river below, through the woods - a beautiful, shaded path. Go straight on for 
a while, until you come to a forked uphill junction. Take the right hand fork, gradually rising until you come to a T 
junction. Turn right up a broad forestry road, which gradually ascends for over 1 km. You come to a junction where 
you can see the start of the cypress avenue on your right. Turn left and then after 25 metres bend to the right. Walk 
straight ahead up the track, passing the turning to Il Poggio on your right. Continue back to HPB Stigliano.

Updated January 2023

This route was correct at time of writing. However, alterations can happen if development or boundary changes occur, and 
there is no guarantee of permanent access. These walks have been published for use by site visitors on the understanding that 
neither HPB Management Limited nor any other person connected with Holiday Property Bond is responsible for the safety or 
wellbeing of those following the routes as described. It is walkers’ own responsibility to be adequately prepared and equipped 
for the level of walk and the weather conditions and to assess the safety and accessibility of the walk.
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